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A Tale from the Early Bioeconomy 

A time travel adventure set in UCD Centre 
for Experimental Archaeology and Material Culture 

Illustration by Nathan T. Wright 
Story by Laoise Nf Chleirigh, Maire Nie an Bhaird, Anita Radini, 
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Oooh 
Raja ... Look at this! 

They must have used clay, 
sand, wood charcoal, and then 

melted bronze in a furnace 
to cast this brooch. 
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row oats for our too 
e the straw for our 
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is wasted here. 

You're right Beo, we manage and 
use our hazel woodland very carefully. 

We can cut hazel rods for use in building our 
houses and then every 7 years the hazels 

regrow. That's a bioeconomy! 
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Look Raja, we're back ... it looks like 
before in so many ways but it's different too. 

Imagine if we lived in a bioeconomy again? Our ancestors 
used renewable biological resources for everything. They 

were superheroes. I want to be a good ancestor. 
Do you? 



BioBeo Song: 

BioBeo, o BioBeo, BioBeo, yeah BioBeo! 
Following nature's way, following nature's way 

For a bioeconomy 
Learning to see those interconnections, 

ALL of nature is interconnected, 
And that's how we roll, 

With BioBeo, yeah BioBeo 
Tagaigf linn go dtf an coillf n beag, , 

0 tagaigf linn go dtf an coillf n beag! 
Anail isteach an ocsaigin 

0 na crainn, na crainn, is iad ag cabhru linn 
Ag cabhru linn! 

Sa choillf n beag, we plant an edible garden 
We'll sow the seeds and watch them grow 

Food for the bees and for you and me 
The food loop is circularity 

Interconnectedness for all to see 
We celebrate nature now, , 

0, with BioBeo 
A magical world, it's life below water 

full of living things, life below water 
Our little pond, who's making a home there now? 

A natter jack toad, and the dragonfly! 0 Fly dragonfly! 
We're Following nature's way, it's the bioeconomy 

With BioBeo, 
Learning to see those interconnections, 

We're all in nature interconnected, 
Circularity is how we roll, we're with BioBeo! 
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